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✖ For Adult Modellers only. Not 
recommended for children under 
36 months. Contains small parts: 

keep out of reach of young 
children before & after assembly
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C31  “A” Type
Container

Kit

LETTERING:
Top left hand corner of 
sides:
LOAD 3 TONS   *
TARE 1-1-2 (or 1-2-0)
CAPACITY 332 cu. ft.
Axxxx  (+ M for BR)

*  4 TONS for BR

LMS  or  BRITISH 
RAILWAYS at top of 
lower side panels. No. 
repeated on LH door 
between hinges

Nos. were: A1776 - 2266 
(M); SR nos. were A1232 
- 34 & A1239 -1413 (+ S 
for BR  D3027).  They 
were built between 1944-
46 & were used until 
about 1970. They were 
carried on conflats or 
open wagons (but not 
Lowfits). After with-
drawal many were used as 
sheds on farms & 
building sites. 
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  C31  “A” Type
Container

Kit

LETTERING:
Top left hand corner of 
sides:
LOAD 3 TONS   *
TARE 1-1-2 (or 1-2-0)
CAPACITY 332 cu. ft.
Axxxx  (+ M for BR)

*  4 TONS for BR

LMS  or  BRITISH 
RAILWAYS at top of 
lower side panels. No. 
repeated on LH door 
between hinges

Nos. were: A1776 - 2266 
(M); SR nos. were A1232 - 
34 & A1239 -1413 (+ S for 
BR  D3027).  They were 
built between 1944-46 & 
were used until about 1970. 
They were carried on 
conflats or open wagons 
(but not Lowfits). After 
with-drawal many were 
used as sheds on farms & 
building sites.  

LMS livery - grey roof,
wagon grey body with white 
lettering; or crimson lake body 
with yellow lettering. BR livery 
- grey or black roof, crimson 
lake body with yellow 
lettering(early style); or bauxite 
body with white lettering. They 
were built by the LMS, but 135 
of these went to the LNER, 31 
to the GWR & 3 to the SR. 75 
more containers were built by 
the SR & 110 by BR.
Transfers for BR period are 
available from Cambridge 
Custom Transfers Sheet BL40.

LMS livery - grey roof,
wagon grey body with white 
lettering; or crimson lake body 
with yellow lettering. BR livery 
- grey or black roof, crimson 
lake body with yellow 
lettering(early style); or bauxite 
body with white lettering. They 
were built by the LMS, but 135 
of these went to the LNER, 31 
to the GWR & 3 to the SR. 75 
more containers were built by 
the SR & 110 by BR.
Transfers for BR period are 
available from Cambridge 
Custom Transfers Sheet BL40.


